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this week, i am hoping to continue speaking with a number of friends in washington and new york. i
will have on the agenda many interesting subjects. i have invited julio delgado from the university of
houston to speak about his recent project in new york. julio received a grant from the national
science foundation, as part of the united states national historic publications and records
commission new world encounters: british manuscripts from the americas (1688-1750) and i look
forward to interviewing him about the project. i will be speaking with stuart cornfeld, one of the
authors of the new book america in the book, which is on the desks of many of the students at the
library, and his subsequent article in the forthcoming book, a historical dictionary of the united states
and the americas, published by the universitita del di bologna in italy. i will be speaking to nicholas
and alessandra trancoso of pittsburg university, pennsylvania. these two are currently working on a
wonderful, new book that explores the development of the history of the americas and its impact on
the rest of the world. i will be speaking with dr. david hazen, a distinguished historian with the
university of north carolina. i look forward to doing several interviews over the coming weeks. in just
about a week, julio delgado's article is posted online - "forgotten realities 'i, columbus'! a historical
paradigm." i am honored to have the opportunity to speak with dr. delgado. our conversation will
cover the inception and meaning of the book, i, columbus by roberto spinhoven and arthur koestler.
the book is based on spinhoven and koestler's book, the case of comrade x, a story based on
documents by the central committee of the communist party of the soviet union. when i started
speaking with dr. delgado last week, he told me that he has become fascinated with the story and
plans to write his own book on it. dr. delgado looked at the greater context of the book and, as a
result of that, determined that i, columbus is a book that should be studied in all universities and
colleges worldwide. he expressed his desire to teach i, columbus in multiple institutions. i do find
that fascinating, even if it may not be possible for me to complete the work. this week, i am pleased
to have the opportunity to speak with dr. delgado and, in the next few days, plan to post a few parts
of our conversation.
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